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Subject: Issuance of Non employee smart card to security personnel
deployed in ONGCinstallation in Mumbai.

Respected Sir,

This is in reference to the above issue, we have installed punching

machines in our installations and access to our premises is through smart

identity cards, this is essentially being done not only to give access to the
individual, also to have monitoring of movement of all personnel to safe
guard safety of our premises, knowing the fact that our installation are

under terrorist target.
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It is very encouraging to know the fact that personnel be it visitors or

employees in all form i.e. Regular or Contractual are given smart card,
but with the exception of security personnel. Please find copies of few

contractual employees who are issued NON EMPLOYEE smart identity

cards for your perusal.

Identity cards issued by ONGC authority be it non employee, carries its

~ authenticity within our premises as well as outside in the society, initially
~ all security personnel were carrying this "NON EMPLOYEE" hard identity

~61 ~ cards, presently since a year or two has been discontinued reason best
~\ V- ' c) known at managements end.
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Let us not forget that our Late Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi was
shot by her security personnel, when we don't doubt the integrity of our
security personnel, we request your authority not taking things for
granted, let us have complete monitoring of movements of all our
security personnel, so also the Identity card they carry will speak the
authentic value at par with all other contractual employees engaged
insideand outside ONGCpremises.

With regards,
Thanking you,
Y~faithfully,

y 1~.,....

(Pradeep Ma'yekar)
General Secretary
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ED- Security, ONGC, Tel Bhavan, Dehradun, Uttaranchal.

DGM (I/c Security) ONGC, Vasudhara Bhavan, Bandra (E), Mumbai 51. <
CM (HR) IR, ONGC-WOU, NSEPlaza, BKC,Bandra (E), Mumbai 51..
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